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Abstract
In this paper, we propose qualitative measures for the reliability of representations of languages by
deterministic ﬁnite automata. We analyze the relationships between different qualitative features and
investigate tradeoffs between different qualitative levels of reliability. Furthermore, we prove that the
savings in the number of states between representations having different qualitative features cannot
be bounded by any function. These results hold even when the descriptions are required to exceed
any given ﬁxed level of quantiﬁed reliability.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Software reliability means the ability of a software system or component to perform its
required functions under stated conditions for a speciﬁed period of time [7]. As the conse-
quences of a failure of a speciﬁc software component can range anywhere from unpleasant
to disastrous, it is an area of tremendous practical interest for computer systems in public
or private use. For an introduction to the ﬁeld and further references, please see [10].
As outlined in [4], descriptional complexity could contribute to understanding, analyz-
ing and improving software reliability in the future. In [8], a model relating descriptional
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complexity and software reliability was presented. By this approach, any deterministic
ﬁnite automaton (DFA) can be used as a representation for any language, and reliabil-
ity turns into a resource that can be quantiﬁed, much like ambiguity or non-determinism
[5]. To the extent that DFA represent software systems, this model allows to quantify
the reliability of such a system and to compare the conciseness of reliable and unreliable
systems.
Apart from quantitative measures for reliability, the use of qualitative features for ana-
lyzing reliability seems adequate. While such approaches are somewhat orthogonal to the
quantitative measure for reliability, they allow to further categorize and understand the
impact of allowing unreliable descriptions.
Two deﬁnitions relating to qualitative features of reliability were already presented in [8].
In particular, the notions of convergent-reliability and slender-reliability were introduced.
Convergent-reliability intuitively means that the reliability of the software system under
consideration increases over time and slender-reliability refers to the situation that only a
constant number of inputs is incorrectly processed in the system at any point in time. Here,
three additional qualitative criteria are introduced. One is the notion of ﬁnite preﬁx deviation
reliability that basically requires the software system to work fully reliably from some given
point in time on.The second notion, liveness-reliability, is the property that, regardless of the
state the software system is in, there always exists an input sequence such that the systemwill
work correctly. The third property, strong liveness-reliability, requires the system to always
work correctly “once in a while”, regardless of the given input. The combination of such
qualitative features with quantitative measures of reliability allows for a more ﬁne-grained
analysis of what savings (in terms of size) can be achieved when unreliable descriptions are
used instead of reliable descriptions. The questions studied in this paper are in the spirit of
classical work in descriptional complexity. In particular, we investigate the tradeoff between
the quantitative and qualitative reliability and the conciseness of different descriptions of
regular languages.
The qualitative deﬁnitions of reliability used in this paper are in some sense related to the
theme of “approximate acceptance” of languages by ﬁnite automata. Shallit and Breitbart
[12] study the minimal size of DFAs that agree with a language L on all strings of length
less than or equal to a certain length. Câmpeanu et al. [2] investigate the minimal size of
cover automata for ﬁnite languages. A cover automaton is a DFA that accepts all words
in L and possibly other words that are longer than any word in the ﬁnite language L.
Intuitively, [2,12] require the automata to exactly describe L up to a certain length whereas
our general concept for reliability allows the automata to arbitrarily deviate from L. The
deﬁnition of ﬁnite preﬁx deviation reliability as introduced in this paper can be considered
a complementary approach to [2,12] since it requires an automaton to describe L exactly
from a certain length on up. Further references on “approximate acceptance” can be found
in [12].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.Alongwith some examples, the quan-
titative and qualitative measures for reliability of DFA are presented in the next section. In
Section 3, the formal relationships between the different qualitative notions of reliability
are analyzed. Section 4 investigates the tradeoff in terms of the number of states of rep-
resentations of languages exhibiting different qualitative levels of reliability. The paper is
concluded in Section 5.
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2. Deﬁnitions and examples
We assume the reader is familiar with the common notions of formal language and
automata theory as presented in [6]. A DFA is a quintupleM = (Q,, , q0, F ), whereQ
is a non-empty ﬁnite set of states,  is a non-empty ﬁnite set of input symbols, q0 ∈ Q−F
is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is a set of ﬁnal states and  : Q×→ Q denotes the transition
function. The transition function  is extended to Q × ∗ → Q as usual. The language
accepted by a DFA M is T (M) = {w ∈ ∗|(q0, w) ∈ F }. Notice that according to this
deﬁnition the empty word  is not part of any regular language. While this convention is
not essential to any result presented in this paper, it eliminates the need to consider special
cases in some of the proofs. In the following, the length of a stringw is denoted by |w|, and
for a set A its cardinality is referred to by |A|. The set of all words over  having length l
is l = {w ∈ ∗||w| = l}.
Let L ⊆ + be a language and M = (Q,, , q0, F ) be a DFA. The set of all words
correctly (incorrectly) processed inM with respect to L, are deﬁned by
correct(M,L)= (T (M) ∩ L) ∪ (T (M) ∩ L),
incorrect(M,L)= (T (M) ∩ L) ∪ (T (M) ∩ L).
For each l1 and X(M,L) where X is one of the adjectives deﬁned above we denote
the set of all words of length l in X(M,L) by Xl(M,L) = l ∩ X(M,L). For instance,
correct l(M,L) = l ∩ correct(M,L) denotes the set of all correctly processed inputs of
length l.
With these prerequisites, we are ready to present the deﬁnition for the reliability of a DFA
M when used for a language L according to [8].
Deﬁnition 1. Let L ⊆ + be a language and M = (Q,, , q0, F ) be a DFA. For all
l1 the reliability rell(M,L) for words of length l ofM with respect to L is given by the
quotient between all correctly processed inputs of length l and all inputs of length l:
rell(M,L) = |correct l(M,L)|||l .
The reliability rel(M,L) ofM with respect to L is given by the inﬁmum over all lengths:
rel(M,L) = inf l1 rell(M,L).We also say thatM describesLwith reliability rel(M,L).
It should be noted that, since for all l1, correct l(M,L) and incorrect l(M,L) are a
partition of l , we have
rell(M,L) = 1− |incorrect l(M,L)|||l .
ADFAprocesses input in real-time.Assuming a constant processing time for each operation,
we can interpret the number of read input symbols as a measure for the time that has elapsed
since the automaton was started. For an automaton M to have reliability r for a language
L, we require that, for every length l1, the quotient of words of length l that are correctly
processed by M with respect to L and all words of length l is greater than or equal to the
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reliability level r . If all inputs of length l are equally likely, then rell(M,L) denotes the
probability for a word w of length l thatM determines correctly whether w is in L or not.
In addition to the quantitative deﬁnition above, we will also introduce ﬁve qualitative
characterizations of reliability. The terms convergent-reliability and slender-reliability were
also already presented in [8]. Convergent-reliability requires that the reliability for inputs
of increasing length converges against 1 and slender-reliability requires that the number of
words of each length that are incorrectly processed can even be bounded by a constant. The
term slender-reliability stems from the fact that rel(M,L) is slender-reliable if and only if
incorrect(M,L) is a slender language [11].
Deﬁnition 2. Let L ⊆ + be a language andM = (Q,, , q0, F ) be a DFA.We say that
M is a convergent-reliable description of L if liml→∞ rell(M,L) = 1, i.e., for any > 0,
there is an l0 such that |1− rell(M,L)|<  for all l l0.We say thatM is a slender-reliable
description ofL if there is a constant c such that for all l1we have |incorrect l(M,L)|c.
In the following, we will introduce the new notions of ﬁnite preﬁx deviation (FD)-
reliability, liveness-reliability and strong liveness-reliability. For FD-reliability, we require
that the automatonM correctly processes all words with respect to the language L from a
certain ﬁxed length on:
Deﬁnition 3 (FD-reliability). LetM be a DFA and L ⊆ + a language. We say thatM is
a ﬁnite preﬁx deviation (FD)-reliable description of L if there exists an l0> 0 such that for
all l l0 we have |incorrect l(M,L)| = 0.
For liveness-reliability, we require that, regardless of the input x processed so far, there
always exists an input y such that the automaton will “get back on track” and process xy
correctly.
Deﬁnition 4 (liveness-reliability). Let M be a DFA and L ⊆ + a language. We say that
M is a liveness-reliable description of L if, for all x ∈ ∗, there is a y ∈ ∗ such that
xy ∈ correct(M,L).
For strong liveness-reliability, we strengthen the liveness-property by demanding that for
each string x and string y that has at least a certain ﬁxed length there always is a preﬁx y1
of y such that xy1 is processed correctly.
Deﬁnition 5 (strong liveness-reliability). LetM be a DFA andL ⊆ + a language.We say
thatM is a strong liveness-reliable description ofL if there is a c > 0 such that for all x ∈ ∗
and for all y ∈ ∗ with |y|c there is a partition y = y1y2 such that xy1 ∈ correct(M,L).
The terms liveness-reliability and strong liveness-reliability are due to an interesting
relationship of the deﬁnitions presented here and languages over inﬁnite words, the so-
called -languages. It can be shown that M is a liveness-reliable description of L if and
only if theEilenberg-limit [3] of correct(M,L), lim(correct(M,L)), is a liveness language
according to the deﬁnition in [1]. For strong liveness-reliable descriptions, it is possible to
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prove that M is a strong liveness-reliable description of L if and only if the Eilenberg-
limit of correct(M,L) is exactly the set of all inﬁnite words over M’s input alphabet ,
lim(correct(M,L)) = . Details on these results are the subject of a forthcoming paper
[9].
We conclude this section by presenting some examples of descriptions of languages by
DFA and their qualitative properties.
Consider the language L = (a+b)+ and a DFAM accepting T (M) = (aa+ab+ba+
bb)+, i.e., any even number of symbols over {a, b}. WhenM is used for L, the description
is clearly not slender-reliable or convergent-reliable as rell(M,L) = 0 for all odd l > 0.
However, the description is strong liveness-reliable as any input of even length is processed
correctly inM .
Consider the language L = (a + b)+ and a DFA M accepting T (M) = a∗b(a + b)∗.
When M is used for L, the description is clearly slender-reliable, for each l1 we have
incorrect l(M,L) = {al} and thus |incorrect l(M,L)| = 1. Furthermore, the description
is liveness-reliable as appending the symbol b to any input yields a word that is correctly
processed. However, the description is not strong liveness-reliable. For any c > 0, consider
x = a and y = ac. Clearly, there is no partition y = y1y2 such that xy1 ∈ correct(M,L).
3. Relationships
In this section, we will investigate how the different notions of reliability are related to
each other.
Theorem 1. LetM = (Q,, , q0, F ) be a DFA and L ⊆ + be a language with ||> 1.
The relationships shown in the following diagram hold between the different deﬁnitions for
reliability where an arrow indicates a strict implication and deﬁnitions not linked by an
arrow are incomparable to each other:
FD slender convergent liveness
strong liveness
✲ ✲ ✲
✖ ✲ ✕✻
Proof. Clearly, FD-reliability implies strong liveness-reliability and slender-reliability by
deﬁnition. Using an automatonM accepting a∗b(a+b)∗+(aa)+ to describeL = (a+b)+
is an example of a description that is slender-reliable and strong liveness-reliable but not
FD-reliable. It is also not difﬁcult to see that strong liveness-reliability implies liveness-
reliability and an example of a description that is liveness-reliable but not strong liveness-
reliable was already presented in the previous section. The implication of convergent-
reliability from slender-reliability for ||> 1 was already established in [8]. This paper
also gives examples for convergent-reliable descriptions that are not slender-reliable.
Consider a languageL and a DFAM such thatM describesL convergent-reliably. Then,
for any > 0, there is an l0 such that |1 − rell(M,L)|<  for all l l0. Assume that the
description is not liveness-reliable. Then, there exists an x ∈ ∗ such that for all y ∈ ∗ we
have xy /∈ correct(M,L). In other words, all inputs with preﬁx x are incorrectly processed
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in M . Denote |x| = m. We have |incorrect l(M,L)| ||l−m for all lm as this is the
number of words of length l having preﬁx x. Hence, we have
rell(M,L) = 1− |incorrect l(M,L)|||l 1−
||l−m
||l = 1− ||
−m
for all lm, contradicting the deﬁnition of convergent-reliability. Thus, any convergent-
reliable description is also liveness-reliable.
An example of a strong liveness-reliable representation of a language that is neither
slender-reliable nor convergent-reliable was given in the last section. An example of a
representation of a language that is slender-reliable and hence also convergent-reliable and
liveness-reliable but not strong liveness-reliable was also presented there. 
As mentioned in [8], for languages and DFAs working over a unary alphabet, we either
have T (M) = L and rel(M,L) = 1 or T (M) = L and rel(M,L) = 0. Furthermore,
slender-reliability is a trivial property in the unary case. The following fact states that the
hierarchy of qualitative deﬁnitions also collapses in the unary case.
Fact 1. In the case of a regular unary language described by a unaryDFA, the relationships
shown in the followingdiagramhold between the different deﬁnitions for reliability.Adouble
arrow indicates equivalence and an arrow indicates a strict implication.
FD convergent strong liveness liveness✲✛ ✲ ✲✛
Proof. It is not difﬁcult to prove that in the unary case each convergent-reliable description
is also an FD-reliable description and that each liveness-reliable description of a regular
language is also a strong liveness-reliable description. Using a DFAM accepting T (M) =
(aa)+ for describing the language L = a+ is an example of a strong liveness-reliable
description that is not FD-reliable. Along with the implications established in Theorem 1
above, the claim follows. 
When considering non-regular unary languages as well, there are liveness-reliable de-
scriptions of languages that are not strong liveness-reliable. Consider for instance a DFA
accepting a+ representing the language L = {ap |p = 2ifor an integer i}.
According to the above theorem, strong liveness-reliability is somewhat orthogonal to the
other qualitative notions of reliability. This also holds from an intuitive viewpoint:Whereas
a relationship between the quantitative measure for reliability and the qualitative features
of FD-reliability, slender-reliability and convergent-reliability is obvious or even part of the
deﬁnition of the properties, it is not as easy to see that there is a relationship between strong
liveness-reliability and the quantitative measure for reliability. However, it is possible to
prove that, on average, the reliability cannot fall below a certain value. More precisely, we
have:
Theorem 2. Let M be a strong liveness-reliable description of L ⊆ + with constant c.
Then, for all l1, we have
∑
l i l+c
reli(M,L)1.
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Proof. If M is a strong liveness-reliable description of L with constant c > 0, then for all
x ∈ ∗ and for all y ∈ ∗ with |y|c there is a partition y = y1y2 such that xy1 ∈
correct(M,L). Consider all words over  in the usual word-tree representation. On each
path from a node representing a word of length l + c to a word of length l, there is at least
one node on that path such that the word represented by that node is correctly processed.
As a node of height i is on the path to exactly ||l+c−i many nodes representing words of
length l + c, we obtain
∑
l i l+c
||l+c−i · |correct i(M,L)| ||l+c.
Hence, we have
∑
l i l+c
|correct i(M,L)|
||i =
∑
l i l+c
reli(M,L)1. 
4. Tradeoffs between qualitative levels of reliability
In this section, we are going to investigate the tradeoffs between different qualitative
levels of reliability.
We start by mentioning two results that are almost immediate consequences from [8].
For any arbitrary ﬁxed quantitative level of reliability 0r < 1 we can ﬁnd a sequence
of languages such that the tradeoff between an exact description of languages from the
sequence and an FD-reliable description of such languages is unbounded. Furthermore, all
FD-reliable descriptions have a quantitative reliability higher than r:
Fact 2. For each 0r < 1 there is an inﬁnite sequence of languages (Ln)n1 such that
any DFA for Ln needs at least n states and there is a DFAMn with three states describing
Ln FD-reliably such that rel(Mn,Ln)> r .
Proof. In [8], it was shown that any DFA for the language Kn = (a + b)+ + cn needs at
least n + 3 states and that there is a three-state DFA M representing Kn with reliability
rel(M,Kn) = 1− 13n . This DFA accepts the language T (M) = (a + b)+, hence it is easy
to see that M is an FD-reliable description for Kn with constant n. As the reliability of
M for Kn converges to 1 for increasing n, for any 0r < 1 we can ﬁnd an n0 such that
rel(M,Kn)> r for all nn0. 
Fact 3. For each 0r < 1 there is an inﬁnite sequence of languages (Ln)n1 such that
any DFA that describes Ln slender-reliably needs at least n states and there is a DFA Mn
with three states describing Ln convergent-reliably such that rel(Mn,Ln)> r .
Proof. In [8], it was shown that there is a language In such that any DFA representing
In slender-reliably needs at least 2n + 1 states but there is a DFA Mn representing In
convergent-reliably with three states and rel(Mn, In) = 1 − 14n . An argument as above
yields the stated result. 
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Now, we will investigate the tradeoff between FD-reliable and slender-reliable descrip-
tions. For this purpose, we consider the languageHn = (a+b)++(cn)+. This language can
be represented slender-reliably by a DFAM having three states and rel(M,Hn) = 1− 13n .
Lemma 1. There is a DFA M with three states that slender-reliably describes Hn and
rel(M,Hn) = 1− 13n .
Proof. Consider aDFAM accepting T (M) = (a+b)+. Such aDFAhaving three states can
be constructed (notice thatM works over three input symbols).We have incorrect(M,Hn)
= {cn·i | i1}. Thus, for all l1 we have
rell(M,Hn) =
{
1− 13l if l = n · i for some integer i1,
1 otherwise.
Hence, we have rel(M,Hn) = 1− 13n . Furthermore, for all l1, we have |incorrect l(M,
Hn)|1 and thusM is a slender-reliable representation of Hn. 
In the following, we will prove that any DFAM that represents Hn FD-reliably needs at
least n states. This holds regardless of the quantitative level of reliabilityM exhibits when
used for Hn.
Lemma 2. Any DFAM FD-reliably describing Hn has at least n states.
Proof. Let M = (Q,, , q0, F ) be an FD-reliable DFA for Hn. Then, there exists an
l0> 0 such that, for all l l0, we have |incorrect l(M,L)| = 0. Consider the set of strings
X = {cl0 , cl0+1, . . . , cl0+n−1}. It is not difﬁcult to prove that (q0, x) = (q0, y) for x, y ∈
X with x = y, as otherwise a string cl0+k for some k0 is either incorrectly accepted or
rejected by M , contradicting the FD-reliability of M . Hence, we conclude that the states
reached with the strings in X are pairwise different. Since X has n elements, it follows that
M has at least n states. 
As in the previous cases, these lemmas can be combined to yield the following.
Theorem 3. For each 0r < 1 there is an inﬁnite sequence of languages (Ln)n1 such
that any DFA FD-reliably describing Ln needs at least n states and there is a DFAMn with
three states describing Ln slender-reliably such that rel(Mn,Ln)> r .
Let us focus our attention on the tradeoff between strong liveness-reliable descriptions
and convergent-reliable descriptions. Let L ⊆ + be a regular language, $ /∈  be a new
symbol and consider (∗$)∗L. Hence, this language consists of all wordsw such thatw ∈ L
orw = w1$w2 andw2 ∈ L.We start by showing that a DFA representingL strong liveness-
reliably can be simply converted into a DFA having the same number of states representing
(∗$)∗L strong liveness-reliably.
Lemma 3. Let L ⊆ + be a regular language and $ /∈  be a new symbol. Any DFA
M strong liveness-reliably describing L can be converted into a DFA M ′ strong liveness-
reliably describing (∗$)∗L. Furthermore,M ′ has the same number of states asM .
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Proof. Let M = (Q,, , q0, F ) be a strong liveness-reliable description for L. We con-
struct M ′ = (Q, ∪ {$}, ′, q0, F ) from M by modifying the transition function for all
q ∈ Q as follows:
′(q,) =
{
(q,) if  ∈ ,
q0 if  = $.
AsM is a strong liveness-reliable description of L, there is a c > 0 such that for all x ∈ ∗
and for all y ∈ ∗ with |y|c there is a partition y = y1y2 such that xy1 ∈ correct(M,L).
We claim that M ′ is a strong liveness-reliable description for (∗$)∗L with constant c.
Consider arbitrary x, y ∈ (∪{$})∗ such that |y|c. There are two cases. If y does contain
a $-symbol, we have y = y1$y2 and according to the construction ′(q0, xy1$) = q0 /∈ F .
Clearly xy1$ /∈ (∗$)∗L and thus xy1$ ∈ correct(M ′, (∗$)∗L). In the second case, y
does not contain a $-symbol. If x does contain a $-symbol, we can partition x into x = x1$x2
such that x2 ∈ ∗. If x does not contain a $-symbol, we choose x2 = x. Since |y|c, there
is a partition y = y1y2 such that x2y1 ∈ correct(M,L). Due to the construction of M ′ it
is not difﬁcult to prove that xy1 ∈ correct(M ′, (∗$)∗L). Hence, M ′ describes (∗$)∗L
strong liveness-reliably. 
It should be noted that the above construction would also be possible if  was allowed to
be part of the language accepted by a DFA. However, one additional state would be needed.
Now, we show that a convergent-reliable description of (∗$)∗L is at least as big as the
minimal DFA for (∗$)∗L itself. In particular, we prove the more rigorous property that
any DFA convergent-reliably representing (∗$)∗L contains a state s such thatM exactly
accepts (∗$)∗L when using s as initial state.
Lemma 4. Let L ⊆ + be a regular language and $ /∈  be a new symbol. Any DFAM =
(Q,∪{$}, , q0, F ) convergent-reliably describing (∗$)∗L contains a state s ∈ Q such
that forMs = (Q, ∪ {$}, , s, F ) we have T (Ms) = (∗$)∗L.
Proof. Let L ⊆ + be a regular language and $ /∈  be a new symbol. LetM = (Q, ∪
{$}, , q0, F ) be a DFA convergent-reliably representing (∗$)∗L. For each q ∈ Q we
deﬁne Mq = (Q, ∪ {$}, , q, F ) and denote by kq the number of states in the minimal
DFA for correct(Mq, (∗$)∗L) and deﬁne K = max{kq | q ∈ Q}. We choose
 = 1|Q| · (|| + 1)K .
AsM is convergent-reliable with respect to (∗$)∗L, there is an l0 such that |1− rell(M,
(∗$)∗L)|<  for all l l0. Consider the set of stringsX = (∪{$})l0$. There are (||+1)l0
strings in X. For all q ∈ Q, we deﬁne Xq = {x ∈ X | (q0, x) = q}. Clearly, there is at
least one s ∈ Q such that |Xs |
⌈
(||+1)l0
|Q|
⌉
.
We claim that T (Ms) = (∗$)∗L. Assume the contrary. Then, there is a z ∈ ( ∪ {$})∗,
|z|<K , such that either (s, z) /∈ F and z ∈ (∗$)∗L or vice-versa.Without loss of general-
ity, we assume the ﬁrst case. Notice that z can be bounded in length
by K as we have z /∈ correct(Ms, (∗$)∗L) and the number of states in the
minimal DFA for correct(Ms, (∗$)∗L) is bounded by K . For each w ∈ Xs , we have
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(q0, wz) = ((q0, w), z) = (s, z) /∈ F . Thus, wz is rejected in M . However, as z ∈
(∗$)∗L, it is not difﬁcult to see that wz ∈ (∗$)∗L. Hence, wz is incorrectly processed
inM for each w ∈ Xs . We have l0< |wz|< l0 +K and there are at least (|| + 1)l0/|Q|
many elements in Xs that are all incorrectly processed inM when appending z. Hence, we
have
rel|wz|(M, (∗$)∗L) = 1− incorrect |wz|(M, (
∗$)∗L)
(|| + 1)|wz|
< 1− (|| + 1)
l0
|Q|(|| + 1)l0+K
= 1− 1|Q|(|| + 1)K .
Hence, we ﬁnd that
|1− rel|wz|(M, (∗$)∗L)|> 1|Q| · (|| + 1)K = ,
contradicting the convergent-reliability ofM . We conclude that T (Ms) = (∗$)∗L. 
Clearly, this Lemma implies that any DFA convergent-reliably representing (∗$)∗L has
at least as many states as the minimal DFA for (∗$)∗L itself. Furthermore, it is not difﬁcult
to show that the minimal DFA for (∗$)∗L has at least as many states as the minimal DFA
for L.
The above lemmas enable us to establish an unbounded tradeoff between strong liveness-
reliable and convergent-reliable representations of languages. In order to prove the result
for any arbitrary level of reliability, we also need the following result.
Lemma 5. Consider the language Kn = (a + b)+ + cn. There is a three-state DFA M ′
strong liveness-reliably describing (∗$)∗Kn and rel(M ′, (∗$)∗Kn) = 1− 14n .
Proof. As mentioned in Fact 2, a three-state DFA M accepting the language T (M) =
(a + b)+ represents Kn strong liveness-reliably. The DFA M ′ resulting from M through
the construction in Lemma 3 accepts the language T (M ′) = (∗$)∗(a + b)+. When using
this DFA to represent (∗$)∗Kn, the strings that are incorrectly processed are exactly
those ending with the sequence $cn or the string cn itself. Hence, we obtain, for each l > n,
incorrect l(M
′, (∗$)∗Kn) = {w ∈ (∪{$})l |w = w1$cn for some w1 ∈ (a+b+c+$)∗}
and we have |incorrect l(M ′, (∗$)∗Kn)| = 4l−n−1 Thus, for l1 we have
rell(M
′, (∗$)∗Kn) =


1 for l < n,
1− 14n for l = n,
1− 14n+1 for l > n.
Thus, we have rel(M ′, (∗$)∗Kn) = 1− 14n . 
The reliability ofM ′ converges to 1 for increasing n. Further, as each convergent-reliable
description for this language needs at least as many states as a minimal DFA for Kn and as
such a DFA needs at least n+ 3 states, we obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. For each 0r < 1 there is an inﬁnite sequence of languages (Ln)n1 such
that any DFA convergent-reliably describing Ln needs at least n states and there is a DFA
Mn with three states describing Ln strong liveness-reliably such that rel(Mn,Ln)> r .
Since every FD-reliable (slender-reliable) description is also convergent-reliable, this
result implies as well that the increase in size between a strong liveness-reliable and an
FD-reliable (slender-reliable) description cannot be bounded by any function. Furthermore,
since any strong liveness-reliable description is liveness-reliable as well, it also implies that
the increase in size between a liveness-reliable and a convergent-reliable description cannot
be bounded.
We now summarize all results obtained in this section in a diagram.
Theorem 5. The tradeoffs shown in the following diagram hold. An arrow x → y or
transitive sequence of arrows from x to y indicates that for each 0r < 1 there is an
inﬁnite sequence of languages (Ln)n1 such that any DFA describing Ln y-reliably needs
at least n states and there is a DFAMn with three states describing Ln x-reliably such that
rel(Mn,Ln)> r .
convergent slender FD exact
strong liveness
liveness
✲ ✲ ✲
✕✻
✔
❄
We would like to mention that the tradeoffs between exact and FD-reliable descriptions as
well as between FD-reliable and strong liveness-reliable descriptions are also unbounded in
the case of unary languages (consider a+−an and a+−(an)+). However, as each unreliable
representation of a unary language has reliability 0, the level of reliability cannot be ﬁxed.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced new qualitativemeasures for the reliability of representations
of languages by DFA, augmenting two qualitative measures proposed in [8]. We studied
the relationship between these qualitative features and investigated the tradeoffs between
different qualitative representations of regular languages. Our results show that the savings
in the number of states between different levels of unreliable representations cannot be
bounded by any function. This even holds if the descriptions are required to exceed any
givenﬁxedquantitative level of reliability.To the extentDFA represent software systems, our
results show that the descriptional complexity of such systems can be decreased signiﬁcantly
in some cases by allowing a very small amount of unreliability. This is true even if the
representations are required to adhere to additional qualitative features.
An interesting open question is whether convergent-reliable descriptions of languages
can be more concise than strong liveness-reliable descriptions and if so, to what extent.
Furthermore, no results about the tradeoff between liveness-reliable and strong liveness-
reliable descriptions have been found yet.
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